ABSTRACT
The trucking business in Cilegon and Anyer - Indonesia is growing quite well in line with the growth of new middle and upper scale industries. The research case study was conducted at the logistics company PT. Buana Centra Swakarsa, one of whose business units is trucking, where supervision and control of transportation fees (Uang Jalan Operasional - UJO) must be carried out properly so as not to interfere with the company's cash flow. Along with the development of the trucking business, the company's data processing must be done systematically, stored in a database with an integrated system so that data storage and data retrieval processes can be done more easily and accurately. In running the trucking business unit, PT. Buana Centra Swakarsa performs data processing of transportation fees (UJO) and revenue using spreadsheets Ms. Excel. Processing data like this, results in reports to manager or management that are not realtime, billing to customers is often late, recruitment of drivers and assigning jobs to drivers is not transparent. It is necessary to develop a computer-based information system to overcome these problems. Apart from the problems above, the process in this trucking system also often changes because it adapts to the contract or customer needs. In the future, changes in business processes or system development will inevitably occur. The development of this system requires a large amount of effort for the programmer to carry out program maintenance or repairs. An idea emerged to develop a system using the MVC (Model-View-Controller) concept so that program maintenance and adding modules would be easier and faster, especially if the programmer had to resign. In this research, the author will use the MVC concept with the Codeigniter framework. The methodology used to collect and analyze data is Research and Development (R & D) by collecting reports that are used by users, observation and interviews. The software development method used in a series of software development activities is the Waterfall Model and business process modeling using UML (Unified Modeling Language).
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cilegon and Anyer are developing industrial areas that require trucking services to transport raw materials and industrial finished goods. As the trucking business grows, data processing must be carried out systematically, stored in a database with an integrated system so that data storage and data retrieval processes can be carried out more easily and accurately. In running the trucking business unit, PT. Buana Centra Swakarsa performs data processing of transportation fees (UJO) and revenue using spreadsheets. Broadly speaking, the business processes for managing cash out (UJO) and cash in (revenue) can be explained as follows:

a) The marketing party provides order data to the trucking administrator (supervisor) which contains information: the name of the customer, the schedule and the tonnage of goods shipped, the type of truck required, the location of loading and unloading.

b) Supervisor allocates the driver, schedule and license plate number of the vehicle that will carry out activities according to the order data from marketing and then to make a letter of assignment for the driver on duty.

c) The cashier will record the data in the assignment letter to spreadsheet, such as: vehicle number, route, and name of the customer as well as the amount of transportation fees (UJO) that will be submitted to the driver. UJO include: diesel money, food allowance, loading and unloading fees, tolls, user fees, commissions and ritase.

d) After receiving the UJO, the driver will go to the loading location and receive a Delivery Note (DN) to be taken to the unloading location.

e) After the driver returns, they will submit a travel document to the cashier as proof that the activity of transporting goods to the customer has been completed. Based on the travel document that has been signed and stamped by the customer at the unloading location, the cashier will record the amount of tonnage and revenue to be paid by the customer in the form of a commercial invoice which will be attached to the billing document.

f) On the cashier side, there are several processes they will carry out on spreadsheet media, namely: closing process per day, printing the Accountability Report (LPJ) which will be submitted to the operational manager, checking UJO documents or travel documents that the driver has not returned manually.

As explained above, that data processing of cash out (UJO) and cash in (revenue) is done on a spreadsheet, so some problems often occur as follows:
a) Controlling transportation fees (UJO) is difficult because managers take a long time to get reports. Usually reports are given by cashiers to manager in the form Accountability Report (LPJ – Laporan Pertanggung Jawaban), while reports on vehicle utility and driver productivity are provided by the supervisor.

b) Many of the revenue or income was not recorded because the driver did not return the travel document. After the driver returns to the pool, they do not straight to the cashier to return the travel document but go home to rest. So that the UJO data and revenue were out of sync and billing to customers was late because the commercial invoice was incomplete, disrupting the company's cash flow.

c) Data is not presented in real time so that management has difficulty analyzing problems and taking strategic steps to solve problems that arise.

d) There is no standard report, so cashiers work hard and cause fatigue which results in invalid data recorded on spreadsheets.

e) Cheating officers in the field are difficult to identify, such as: making additional UJO unnecessary, supervisor are unfair in giving jobs to drivers because they give more work to certain drivers (have kinship or friends), driver recruitment is carried out without information to Human Resource Development (HRD).

The cause and effect analysis of the above problems can be described in the fishbone analysis of cause and effect problems as shown in Fig 1. The process in this trucking system also often changes because it adapts to the contract or customer needs. In the future, changes in business processes or system development will inevitably occur. The development of this system requires a large amount of effort for the programmer to carry out program maintenance or repairs, especially if the system development is done using native PHP (without framework). It is well known that native PHP is not suitable for business processes with gradually expanding scope. Programming is complex for some programmers because they have a different logic and framework than programmers who develop systems from scratch. The authors [1] revealed that in web programming with native PHP there is no specific development pattern standard, so it is possible to build small-scale applications and do not experience frequent changes, so that one developer can develop a structure that is different from other developers. Based on this problem, an idea emerged to build or develop a system using the MVC (Model-View-Controller) concept so that programming and adding modules would be easier and faster, especially if the programmer had to resign.

There are several reasons why a developer would like to choose PHP with frameworks, especially because they offer developers the ability to create more complex, secure and complete web applications faster than ever before. Due to its convenient file structure, frameworks can speed up programmers coding and increase their productivity. PHP frameworks are available in all kinds of shapes and sizes and have targeted developers with different levels of experience, application needs, hosting capabilities and development time [2]. In this research, the author will use the MVC concept with the Codeigniter framework. A framework provides a basic structure for the application being developed so that programmers can immediately concentrate on creating the application features that are being developed without having to create an application from scratch [3]. Codeigniter has provided libraries that allow us to more easily and quickly develop database applications [4].

Fig 1: Fishbone Analysis of Cause and Effect Problems

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Designing good software is hard. It involves taking into consideration all aspects of the application you need to build. Many experienced developers have had these problems and, over time, common patterns have emerged that assist in solving them [5]. MVC stands for Model, View, Controller, which is an architecture for creating a program. This architecture emphasizes the division of program components into three main parts, namely Model, View, and Controller [6]. The diagram in the Fig 2 provides a conceptual overview of the MVC architecture.
To clarify the concept of MVC with the three components, the author [5] explains as follows:

- The model is where all of the application’s business logic is stored. If the application must access information to the database, the code to do so is stored in the model.
- The view is where all the user interface elements are stored. This can include HTML, CSS, and JavaScript files. Whatever the user sees can be stored in the view.
- The controller is the component that connects the model and the view. The controller isolates the business logic present in the model from the user interface elements of a view. Controllers are the first entry point into this trio of components.

In his journal entitled Application of the Model View Controller Concept in Web-Based Software Management System Design, Suendri (2018) wrote that the MVC concept makes it easier for programmers to manage database queries, code management, data validation and security. Likewise, an international journal entitled Implementation of Model-View-Controller Architecture Pattern for Business Intelligence Architecture, discusses the application of the MVC concept in building Business Intelligent Architecture applications. This journal was written by Medha Kalelkar [9]. In this journal, the author explains the benefits of using the MVC concept in developing Business Intelligent Architecture applications, including: efficiency, complexity, scalability, heterogeneity and maintainability.

In general, the framework for the PHP (Hypertext Preprocessor) programming language uses the MVC pattern concept. One of the frameworks is the CodeIgniter framework used in this research. The framework has a good application structure such as standard coding, best practices, design patterns and common functions [10]. Another advantage of frameworks is that the programming styles can be uniform and standard. Multiple programming styles can confuse other team members, thus hindering the programming process. Programs created using a framework “force” programmers to follow the rules of their use. Thus, whoever the programmer is, as long as they master the framework, they can certainly work on programs that are made because of the uniform programming style.

In this study, the author uses the CodeIgniter framework for certain reasons. CodeIgniter is easy to learn, simple structure, complete and clear documentation. The fig shows the directory structure of the Codeigniter framework.

In general, the framework for the PHP (Hypertext Preprocessor) programming language uses the MVC pattern concept. One of the frameworks is the CodeIgniter framework used in this research. The framework has a good application structure such as standard coding, best practices, design patterns and common functions [10]. Another advantage of frameworks is that the programming styles can be uniform and standard. Multiple programming styles can confuse other team members, thus hindering the programming process. Programs created using a framework “force” programmers to follow the rules of their use. Thus, whoever the programmer is, as long as they master the framework, they can certainly work on programs that are made because of the uniform programming style.
3. RESEARCH METHOD
In this study, the authors and the team will carry out several activities to be able to understand the current information system and collect the necessary data and information so that they can design the database and user interface according to user needs (user requirements). The method used by the author in collecting data and information is the Research and Development (R&D) method. The activities carried out for research are as follows:

a) Interview, the author held a meeting with the user of the trucking operations section of BCS-Logistics to interview so that the ongoing business processes can be understood. The author also asks the user for some data which is usually in the form of a report. Based on reports obtained from the field, the authors and the team analyzed the data and translated it into database and user interface design

b) Observation, is carried out directly into the field to see clearly what the user is doing in carrying out the process. The activity starts with the driver receiving an assignment letter, the cashier submitting the UJO, the driver leaving for the loading location, delivering the goods to the unloading location and returning to the pool and submitting the Delivery Note (DN) to the cashier. Based on the DN, the cashier will record data such as the weight of goods shipped along with the rates to generate revenue or cash in.

c) Literature study, is carried out to obtain all the theories that support the MVC pattern concept used to develop information systems or software. The author is also looking for and studying theories related to the Codeigniter framework as one of the frameworks used in the PHP programming language to build the intended application.

The software development methodology used is the Waterfall Model which performs several steps of the activity. The Waterfall SDLC (Software Development Life Cycle) model is a sequential software development process in which progress is regarded as flowing increasingly downwards through a list of phases that must be executed in order to successfully build a computer software. The Waterfall model defines several consecutive phases that must be completed one after the other and moving to the next phase only when its preceding phase is completely done. For this reason, the Waterfall model is recursive in that each phase can be endlessly repeated until it is perfected [12]. Business process modeling uses the Unified Modeling Language (UML). The UML is the standard way to model systems, particularly software systems [13]. UML can be used to analyze problems, make business process modeling and design software to be developed.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Comparison of Native PHP with MVC Concept
Actually, there are many things that we can discuss about the comparison between native PHP (without MVC concept) and PHP using the MVC concept, for example in terms of writing programs and the structure of each php file which is clearly very different. In this article, the author will only briefly discuss the differences between native PHP and the MVC concept in terms of modularity. In native PHP programming, all php modules or files are placed in the same folder, even though the function of each file is different (Fig 5). Examples are taken from Inventory Information Systems. The files group (barang.php, barang_edit.php, baranghapus.php and barang_tambah.php) has one same function, namely to input goods master data into the system, but because there is a function (CRUD - Create, Read, Update, Delete) then we must create four different php files and mix them with other files with different functions. This makes it difficult for programmers to program maintenance because they have to find certain file among many files in one folder.

If we use the MVC concept, group file of la and lb (Fig. 5) can be created in one folder, for example the name of the folder is barang. In that folder, there is a model, view, controller folder. Likewise, group files of 2 can be created in one folder, for example barang_masuk. In barang_masuk folder, there are models, views, controller folder. Thus easy to perform program maintenance because it has a clear file structure in the MVC concept.

![Fig 5: The File Structure in Native PHP](image)

In addition to program maintenance difficulties, we will also encounter difficulties in terms of file names that will appear in the url when the file is called. The complication is, there are so many filenames that we have to call just to perform simple functions like CRUD (Create, Read, Update, Delete) for the master data. One url represents one php file. In Fig 6 we can see that url will display a list of items: http://localhost/inventory/admin/barang.php. If we want to add item data, we can click button “TAMBAH PRODUK BARU”, then http://localhost/inventory/admin/barang_tambah.php will appear in the toolbar.
This is different from PHP which implements the MVC concept. In the MVC or HMVC concept, each module is located in one folder consisting of three folders, namely the models, views and controller folder. It can be said that a folder represents a module to carry out a task or a function. To explain the MVC concept, the author takes the example of the UJO and Revenue management information system that has been built by the author and the team.

So that in terms of the folder and file structure, it can be said that the MVC concept creates a structure that is quite good and easy to understand. In other words, the concept of modularity is clearly seen in application programs that apply the MVC concept.

4.2 System Development
The system modeling developed can be described by use case diagram. The Use case diagram of the information system for the UJO and Revenue that will be developed can be described as general in Fig 8.

4.2.1 Database Implementation
The following is a database structure image (Fig. 9) that has been designed and implemented to store all data that will be inputted by the user through the screen in the developed UJO and revenue management application system.
4.2.2 MVC Concept Implementation

In this subchapter, the author will discuss how to implement the MVC concept in building a UJO (cash out) and revenue (cash in) management information system. The application folder will often be accessed because it is on the folder contains a number of folders with the MVC concept and a set of code written in the application folder. The contents of the application folder which consists of the model, view, and controller folders.

Fig 10 is the modules folder structure which consists of 33 folder (modules) that have been created. Every folder module consists of folder model, view, controller.

4.2.3 Result of System Development

As a result of implementing the system, the author will display a table (Table 1) that describes how the system can be used as a tool to solve problems that have been described in the introduction.
## Table 1: Analysis Result

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO</th>
<th>PROBLEM (Before the system was developed)</th>
<th>RESULT (After the system was developed)</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>SCREENSHOT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Cheating officers in the field are difficult to identify, such as: supervisor are unfair in giving jobs to drivers because they give more work to certain drivers (have kinship or friends)</td>
<td>The application system provides a report menu to display the utility of each driver</td>
<td>The leader (manager) can see the utility of the driver so as to prevent the selfishness of the supervisor in assigning jobs to each driver</td>
<td>Fig. 12: Driver Utility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Many of the revenue was not recorded because the driver did not return the travel document (Delivery Note)</td>
<td>If the driver has not returned the travel document to the cashier, then the driver may not be given an assignment letter because the application system will block it</td>
<td>The driver must return the previous travel document so that he can return to activities</td>
<td>Fig. 13: The System Blocks to Create Assignment Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>It is difficult to control transportation costs (UJO) because the leader (manager) takes a long time to get reports, for example the Accountability Report (LPJ)</td>
<td>The application system provides a menu for managers to get real-time reports</td>
<td>Reports can be accessed with the path REPORT → LPJ</td>
<td>Fig. 14: LPJ Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Data is not presented in real time so that management has difficulty analyzing problems and taking strategic steps to solve problems that arise</td>
<td>In the application system that has been built, a menu is available for inquiries about the required data, for example transportation fees versus income</td>
<td>Leaders can easily access all the data they want. Data can be accessed via the INQUERY and REPORT menus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>There is no standard report, so cashiers work hard and cause fatigue which results in invalid data recorded on spreadsheets</td>
<td>The application system provides a menu to generate reports or perform data inquiry</td>
<td>The types of reports are designed according to user requirements based on certain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Cheating officers in the field are difficult to identify, such as: making unnecessary additional costs for transportation (UJO)</td>
<td>The application system will automatically display transportation costs that cannot be edited by the cashier</td>
<td>The leader can see the total transportation costs of each driver in real time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DRIVER UTILITY**

**PETIJOE 2020-08-01 - 2020-08-31**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tanggal</th>
<th>No Kendaraan</th>
<th>No Surat Tugas</th>
<th>Tujuan</th>
<th>Driver</th>
<th>Jml Ritase</th>
<th>Pelanggan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 13/08/2020</td>
<td>B9046N</td>
<td>ST-20200813-00008</td>
<td>Dari Cilegon ke Cikupa</td>
<td>ABDUL</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Indocement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 13/08/2020</td>
<td>A5048VL</td>
<td>ST-20200813-00009</td>
<td>Dari Cilegon ke Bekasi</td>
<td>Ab Madan</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Cabot Indonesia,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 13/08/2020</td>
<td>A5048VL</td>
<td>ST-20200813-00007</td>
<td>Dari Cilegon ke Dadap</td>
<td>ADE KIA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Bahari Caraka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 05/08/2020</td>
<td>A5048VL</td>
<td>ST-20200808-00004</td>
<td>Dari Cilegon ke Bekasi</td>
<td>ADI</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Indocement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 05/08/2020</td>
<td>A5048VL</td>
<td>ST-20200808-00005</td>
<td>Dari Cilegon ke Bekasi</td>
<td>BUJONO</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Indocement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 10/08/2020</td>
<td>A5048VL</td>
<td>ST-20200808-00005</td>
<td>Dari Cilegon ke Bekasi</td>
<td>BUJONO</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>NS Bluescope</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 12: Driver Utility**

**Fig. 13: The System Block to Create New Assignment Letter**
5. CONCLUSION

a) Development of information systems or application systems will be easier and faster by using the MVC concept. Program maintenance will be easier by using the MVC concept.

b) UJO and Revenue management information systems can speed up the billing process to customers by displaying accurate data. Information systems can display data in real time to all users who need it, so it’s easier to control and monitor UJO and revenue.
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